Qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) is an increasingly popular analytic strategy, with applications to numerous empirical fields. This article briefly discusses the substantive motivation and technical details of QCA, as well as fuzzy-set QCA, followed by an in-depth discussion of how the new program fuzzy performs these techniques in Stata. An empirical example is presented that demonstrates the full suite of tools contained within fuzzy, including creating configurations, performing a series of statistical tests of the configurations, and reducing the identified configurations.
Introduction
In recent years, researchers in a number of fields have begun using qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) or its fuzzy-set variant to analyze multivariate data (Ragin 1987 (Ragin , 2000 . For examples, see Kalleberg and Vaisey (2005) , Mahoney (2003) , Roscigno and Hodson (2004), and Vaisey (2007) . Rather than estimate the net effects of single variables, QCA employs Boolean logic to examine the relationship between an outcome and all binary combinations of multiple predictors. The advantage of QCA is that it allows the researcher to find distinct combinations of causal variables that, in turn, suggest different theoretical pathways to given outcomes. Although early versions of QCA (Ragin 1987) were criticized on the grounds that they were deterministic and that they bore little relation to commonly used variants of the general linear model, recent developments are now integrating QCA-based strategies with more formal statistical distributions and procedures (Ragin 2006; Smithson and Verkuilen 2006) .
Why QCA?
Because QCA is still a relatively new strategy, we illustrate its utility by describing one substantive topic that might benefit from its application. The stress process model has inspired a wealth of research in the mental health field that has shown the deleterious consequences of an accumulation of stressors on increased negative health outcomes. Yet personal resources, active coping strategies, and social support can buffer these stressors, thereby reducing their harmful impact (for reviews, see Lin and Ensel [1989] and Thoits [1995] ). The strength of this research notwithstanding, Thoits (1995) argued that there may be important pathways to negative health outcomes that have remained unseen because investigators typically apply linear estimation models to the stress process.
Just as there may be different combinations of conditions across countries which lead to political revolution, there may be different configurations of factors across individuals which lead to heart attack or to the onset of major depression. . . . The assumption of one process for becoming depressed or ill and the concomitant use of the general linear model to test it requires us to reject or ignore other possible processes which are less frequently observed and do not manage to achieve statistical significance. (Thoits 1995, 68) In this observation, Thoits was advocating the use of QCA in tests of the stress process model. That is, high levels of conjunction among stressors and buffering agents could define multiple routes to the same level of distress.
In addition to finding multiple paths to an outcome, QCA is especially appropriate for testing models, like that underlying stress theory, that involve a multitude of "interacting" factors. More precisely, QCA effectively addresses theoretical hypotheses that predict multiple variables will operate in tandem at specific levels (e.g., high stress events, low coping resources, and low social support) to produce particular outcomes (e.g., high distress). For example, stress theory predicts that numerous negative events should interact with chronic strain to produce high levels of distress, but the use of several active coping strategies should moderate this interaction, reducing the likelihood of elevated distress. Furthermore, high levels of mastery may enhance the buffering influence of active coping efforts, and high social support might further increase mastery's moderating influence on the interaction of active coping with stressors. This hypothesis modeled in a regression framework would involve a five-way interaction term, which would have to be interpreted along with all of its component interactions, an obviously difficult and inefficient task. QCA, on the other hand, explicitly and straightforwardly tests each possible combination of factors at specific levels with a given outcome. The results then can be interpreted more clearly, making QCA a potentially more effective analytic strategy for complex theoretical processes such as those posed by stress theory.
The stress process model is just one specific case that would benefit from the application of QCA.
1 QCA's utility as an analytic strategy stands to augment research in numerous fields. Greckhamer and his colleagues (2007) have recently argued for QCA's application in strategic management research because of its ability to analyze complex relationships between different industry-and corporate-level mechanisms in predicting business success. Similarly, researchers in epidemiology would benefit from QCA's capacity to capture holistically individuals' experience of risk and protective characteristics (Schuit et al. 2002) . Finally, Shanahan et al. (2007) have demonstrated how QCA can be employed to examine the complex relationship between environmental and genetic factors leading to adult success.
We believe that part of the reason QCA has not been utilized more widely in empirical research across fields is because no software presently exists that easily combines QCA with conventional data management and statistical tests. The primary stand-alone program, fuzzy-set QCA, is able to compute logical truth tables for both fuzzy-set and dichotomous-set data, but it has no built-in capacity for probabilistically testing logical necessity and sufficiency, as advocated by Ragin (2006) . There is also a program for the R statistics language that can perform logical reductions of Boolean data, but it lacks the ability to perform useful statistical tests. Further, there is no program in Stata that can perform the necessary analyses or reductions in fuzzy-set analyses.
In this paper, we present and outline fuzzy, a new Stata command we have developed that is capable of creating, testing, and performing logical reductions on both fuzzy and dichotomous (crisp) set-theoretic data. We will first outline some of the background of the technique and then provide a detailed explanation of the functionality of the command.
Statistical background
QCA evaluates the relationship between an outcome and all possible Boolean combinations of predictors. For example, given an outcome set Y and predictor sets A and B, QCA examines which combinations of A and B (i.e, A · B, A · b, a · B, a · b) are most likely to produce Y. In a QCA framework, the term "set" is used rather than "variable" to emphasize the idea that each variable has been transformed to represent the individual's level of membership in a given condition, for example, his or her level of membership in "heavy alcohol users". The combination of individual "sets"-for example, high depression and low self esteem-is then referred to as a "configuration". Sets are labeled, according to convention, with capital and lowercase letters. In the crisp-set case (i.e., all sets are dichotomous indicators) capital letters signify 1 (i.e., fully in A) and lowercase letters signify 0 (i.e., fully out of A). When using fuzzy sets, where set membership can take on any value between 0 and 1, uppercase simply means the level of set membership (e.g., value of A) and lowercase means 1 minus the set membership (e.g., 1−A). The operator "·" stands for the Boolean "and".
In the crisp-set case, the relationship between the predictors and the outcome can be evaluated using conditional probabilities-e.g., Pr(Y | A · B). In set-theoretic terms, higher conditional probabilities indicate greater empirical correspondence with the statement "A · B is a subset of Y", or, in logical terms, "if A · B, then Y". Evaluating this logical or subset relationship becomes more problematic in the fuzzy-set case, however, because unlike crisp sets, fuzzy sets can range between 0 (completely exclusive) and 1 (completely inclusive). Thus individuals can be more or less a member of a particular set (e.g., 0.33 would indicate something like "more out than in, but still somewhat in" the set, whereas 0.7 would signify something like "more in than out, but not entirely in" the set). Combining fuzzy sets into configurations is usually done using the minimum operator, so A · B = min(A,B), or a · B = min{(1−A) , B}.
The advantage of fuzzy sets over crisp sets is that we can transform our original measures without losing the variation associated with dichotomizing categorical or continuous measures. Using the minimum operation to calculate configuration membership more precisely defines the degree to which an individual experiences the combination of factors (i.e., individuals do not have to be completely in or completely out of every possible configuration). But this added nuance prohibits the use of a simple conditional probability to evaluate the degree of subsetness of each configuration in a given outcome. The most common approach to evaluating this relationship when using fuzzy sets is the inclusion ratio:
where X signifies the predictor configuration (e.g., A · B), Y signifies the outcome set, x i stands for each case's membership in the configuration X, and y i stands for each case's membership in the set Y (see Ragin [2000 Ragin [ , 2006 and Smithson and Verkuilen [2006] for discussions of other methods). As with conditional probabilities, the closer the value of I XY to unity, the greater the consistency of the data with the assertion that X is a subset of Y or, in logical terms, with the statement "if X, then Y ". (For this reason, this value is often referred to below as the "consistency score".)
Also there are a number of methods for deciding whether each configuration of predictors (X) should "count" as a (probabilistically) sufficient condition for Y . One way, advocated by Ragin (2000 Ragin ( , 2006 , is to determine a numeric benchmark (say, 0.8) and code all configurations, for which I XY > 0.8, as sufficient. We take no position on any particular method here, and the fuzzy program allows multiple types of tests of probabilistic sufficiency. This flexibility is beneficial because the methods are still being refined and because several types of tests can support the robustness of claims of sufficiency.
The ultimate classification of some configurations as sufficient, however, is an important part of QCA. Once the sufficient configurations have been determined, one can use Boolean algebra to reduce the configurations into a more parsimonious solution. For example, if both a · B · C and A · B · C were coded as sufficient, this would reduce to B · C. This type of logical reduction can be extended to more complicated solution sets of configurations through the use of the Quine-McCluskey algorithm (see Ragin [1987] ). In this way, one can obtain a logical description of the conditions sufficient to produce (probabilistically speaking) a particular outcome.
Finally, each final solution is evaluated with respect to its coverage of the outcome. Coverage is simply an indicator of how much of Y is covered by X; it is computed as follows:
Although computationally similar, coverage addresses a different aspect than does the consistency score. Primarily, it helps to answer how much of the outcome is understood by taking into account the final solution set. For example, the set of skydiving parachute failures would be a near-perfect subset (i.e., high consistency) of the set of deaths, but this combination might not be very helpful (i.e., low coverage) in determining the most common or meaningful pathways to mortality in a given population.
The fuzzy program allows the user to create configurations from single sets coded as dichotomous or as fuzzy, to evaluate the sufficiency of these configurations statistically by using a variety of benchmarks, and to reduce the configurations determined sufficient to their common logical elements. The remainder of this paper describes the functionality of the program. where testlist is yvn, yvo, yvv, yavyb, cmvom, or mavmb; and matlist is suffnec or coincid.
fweights, iweights, and pweights are allowed with fuzzy; see [U] 11.1.6 weight.
The weights are applied with the ratio command, which is used to calculate the consistency score for each configuration, but are not used in any other parts of the routine (such as the creation of the bestfit variable).
Description
fuzzy is a suite of tools to perform QCA, as previously described. Without any options specified, it will create the bestfit variable that displays the number of cases that score greater than 0.500 on each configuration (which each case can only do for one configuration). The varlist should be treated similarly to other Stata commands, such that the first variable listed is the outcome variable followed by the individual set variables. All variables entered must range from 0 to 1 (or be dichotomous coded 0/1).
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To create the configurations, fuzzy requires that all of the variables in the varlist be named with single, capital letters. If the user enters variables named as such, then fuzzy, without any options, will simply create the bestfit variable. But if any of the variables in the varlist are not named with single, capital letters, fuzzy will generate a copy variable of each variable in the varlist, naming them with single, capital letters, which are automatically deleted when the program is terminated. The user can control what letters are used to designate these copies by invoking the label() option, and when done the new variables will remain in the dataset, unless the drop option also is specified. Additionally, specifying keepconfigs will prevent the deletion of the generated configurations.
The primary advantages of fuzzy, compared to other QCA programs, lie in its options, most notably settest() and reduce. The settest() option defines the tests (each to be fully explained later) to be performed on the configurations' means or consistency scores. These tests help determine each configuration's degree of inclusion with the given outcome. sigonly, slevel(), conval(), and greater() all alter the configurations that are displayed by the given test and determine which configurations enter the reduction (if reduce is specified). At least one of these options (hereafter referred to as settest() options) must be specified for reduce to work, otherwise it would try to logically reduce every possible configuration (i.e., it would reduce to a logical contradiction). common can be used when multiple tests are run in a single call and will display (and send to reduce) only the configurations that pass all the tests designated.
reduce uses the Quine-McCluskey algorithm (Ragin 1987) to logically reduce the configurations specified by settest() and its options. Further, it displays the coverage statistics for each of the reduced configurations and for the total final solution set. If nonsingle, capital letter variables are entered in varlist, reduce will display its output using the original variable names.
Finally, the option matx() can be used to produce matrices of descriptive statistics. matx(coincid) will display the coincidence matrix for the varlist, and invoking the standardized option will produce the standardized scores. Similarly, matx(suffnec) produces a matrix showing the sufficiency and necessity scores for each variable entered into the varlist, and using the altdisplay option will produce a "flipped" matrix, placing the values where they are generally visualized graphically (i.e., sufficiency in the upper left and necessity in the lower right).
Options
label(capital letter list) allows the user to specify what sets should be named when used in creating and displaying the resulting configurations. If all variables in varlist are already named as single, capital letters, then there is no reason to specify this option (unless the user would like copies of the variables with new designations).
Further, this option is not required, but if any of the variables in varlist are not named with a single, capital letter and this option is not specified, then the generated copies of those variables will be named with a random single, capital letter, which will be used in displaying the configurations but dropped when fuzzy is terminated.
keepsets prevents the generic single, capital letter version of each variable from being deleted. This is only applicable when the label() option has not been specified and the original variables are not already named as single, capital letters.
drop automatically deletes any single, capital letter copies of variables entered in varlist when the program is terminated (only applicable if label() is also specified).
settest(testlist) defines which tests will be run and displayed:
yvn performs and displays the results (configuration; y consistency; n consistency; F distribution; p-value; number of best-fitting observations) of the test between each configuration's y consistency (inclusion in y) versus its n consistency (inclusion in not-y, or 1− y). The test is performed using a Wald test (which uses an F distribution) comparing the consistency scores [i.e., equation (1)] derived using the ratio command; a similar test procedure is used for all the tests available in settest(). Thus a significant p-value means that the y consistency and the n consistency of a particular configuration are statistically different.
yvo performs and displays the results (configuration; y consistency; all other sets' y consistency; F distribution; p-value; number of best-fitting observations) of a test between each set's y consistency and the y consistency of all other configurations (excluding only the configuration in question). This "other" y consistency is calculated by taking the maximum value of every other configuration, excluding the configuration to be tested, and computing its inclusion in the outcome set. This test is generally applicable only if the configurations comprise binary crisp sets.
yvv performs a test of each configuration's y consistency versus a given numerical value (default is 0.800) and displays the configuration, y consistency, test value, F distribution, p-value, and number of best-fitting observations. yavyb tests each configuration's y consistency for each of the subgroups defined in group(). The y consistency for each configuration is calculated separately for each subgroup, and then they are tested against each other. Hence this test will indicate, for each configuration, whether the y consistency of the first group defined in group() is significantly different from the y consistency of the second group. It displays the configuration; the first group's y consistency; the second group's y consistency; the F distribution; and the p-value. group() must be specified with settest(yavyb).
cmvom operates similarly to yvo, but rather than using the configuration's consistency, it calculates and displays each configuration's weighted mean. The configuration's mean on the outcome is weighted by the membership in that configuration. This value is then tested against the mean as weighted by the maximum value of the other configurations. It displays each configuration's mean; the "other" cumulative configuration's mean; the t value; the p-value; and the number of best-fitting observations. mavmb operates similarly to yavyb, but it conducts the test using the configuration's weighted mean by each group specified by group(). The adjusted mean is calculated using the membership in that configuration for each subgroup. It then displays the weighted mean for the first group, weighted mean for the second group, t value, and p-value. group() must be specified with settest(mavmb).
group(varname) defines the group variable used when invoking the yavyb or mavmb test. varname must be a 2-category variable.
conval(#) changes the value against which to test each configuration's y consistency if settest(yvv) is specified. The value can be any number between 0 and 1. The default is conval(.800).
sigonly restricts the display of any tests specified in settest() to only those with significant p-values.
slevel(#) changes the significance level to be used in determining sigonly. The default is slevel(.05).
greater(col1 | col2) restricts the display of any test specified by settest() to only those in which the value in the designated column (of the output) is greater than the other column. The first column is always the consistency (or mean) for each configuration, while the second column is what that consistency is being tested against.
Note: sigonly and greater(col1 | col2) can be used in conjunction. Thus, for example, if sigonly and greater(col1) were specified, any test designated in settest() would display only the results for those configurations that had a significant p-value on the test and that had a first column value greater than the second column.
common displays only the configurations that pass all of the tests and conditions specified by settest(). For example, if settest(yvn yvv) sigonly common was entered, common would display the configurations that had a significantly greater y consistency than n consistency and a y consistency significantly greater than 0.800.
Note: At least one of the settest() options must be used if reduce is invoked, in order to specify which configurations should be entered into the reduction. Further, if one (or more) of these restrictions is invoked along with reduce, only those configurations that are displayed will be entered into the reduction. Finally, if multiple tests are specified in settest(), without common, the last displayed configurations (regardless of the order in which the tests are specified) will be entered into the reduction (the order of the display will follow the order listed in the syntax above). Specifying common will send those common configurations to reduce.
cluster(varname) allows the standard errors produced by the ratio command when calculating consistencies to adjust for intragroup correlation.
necessity produces a table of each configuration's necessity value (similar to consistency except the denominator is the sum of the outcome instead of the sum of the configuration).
matx(matlist) defines which matrix to produce:
suffnec produces a sufficiency and necessity matrix for all the variables entered in varlist. Thus this option can be used to help determine the relationship between individual sets with each other and with the outcome. Sufficiency, in this case, is equivalent to computing individual set consistency scores.
coincid produces a coincidence matrix for all the variables entered in varlist. Again this is useful to help understand the relationship between the independent variables by using methods in line with fuzzy-set theory. Coincidence measures the amount of overlap or coincidence between the two sets or configurations (see Ragin [2006] for full details).
standardized alters the coincidence scores by taking into account the size of the sets. Coincidence is, in part, determined by the size of the sets because the larger they are the more room there is to overlap. This standardizing procedure divides the coincidence score by the total membership of the smaller set. The values in this matrix thus indicate the proportion of the total possible overlap between the sets.
altdisplay flips the suffnec matrix so that the sufficiency scores are in the upper left and the necessity scores are in the lower right (which is how these values are generally portrayed graphically).
reduce uses the elements passed by settest() to implement the Quine-McCluskey algorithm to produce a reduced final solution set and its accompanying coverage statistics. For example, if the input . fuzzy Y A B C, settest(yvn) sigonly displayed the configurations ABc and ABC, then reduce would produce AB and display this reduced configuration's coverage statistics. Again, when invoking reduce, it is also necessary to give some criteria to prevent the total possible configuration set from being entered into the reduction, which would reduce to a logical contradiction. Thus, when reduce is specified, settest() and sigonly or greater() must be specified.
remainders(#) runs the reduction twice: once with those configurations specified as remainders included in the reduction as "do-not-care" configurations, and once with them excluded. The # determines that any configuration with fewer or equal to # best-fitting observations are treated as remainders. This is highly advisable when the configuration contains many sets or when the sample size is small. dnc(configlist) specifies configurations as "do-not-care" configurations. The entered configurations are treated as do-not-care configurations regardless of whether they pass any specified tests. These configurations are used in the first step of the reduction but not in the second step (see Ragin [2000] for a full explanation of do-not-care configurations).
truthtab(filename) outsheets (and replaces) a file containing the resulting truth table. If no options are specified, it will outsheet the entire truth table; otherwise, it operates similarly to reduce in how it defines which configurations are included. The filename should end in the desired output type (.dta, .csv, etc.).
keepconfigs prevents the generated configuration variables from being deleted when fuzzy is terminated.
Saved results
Macros r(y) outcome variable r(sets) total possible configuration set r(start) independent variable sets r(colsig)
configurations passing the last displayed results (if settest() is specified) r(comm) common configurations (if common is specified) r(reducsols) final reduced configurations (if reduce is specified) Matrices r(coincid) coincidence matrix (if matx(coincid) is specified) r(suffnec) sufficiency and necessity matrix (if matx(suffnec) is specified)
Postestimation commands and stand-alones
In addition to the base command and its options, the fuzzy program also includes many of the same options as stand-alone programs, to be used in testing specific configurations or as "postestimation" commands. Specifically, all the possible tests specified in settest(), the matrices in matx(), truthtab(), coverage, and reduce can all be used as stand-alone or postfuzzy commands. In both cases, they accept all the options that would pertain to them if specified in fuzzy.
When run as stand-alone programs, the user can enter specific configurations that do not have to exist in the dataset, but if they do not, their set components (named with single, capital letters) must. For example, if the user was specifically interested in the consistencies of two particular configurations (A · B · C and a · B · C), the command . yvn Y ABC abc could be run, which would produce the typical yvn output, but only for ABC and abc. Variables representing the configurations ABC and abc do not need to be present in the dataset for this command to work, but the individual set variables Y, A, B, and C do. The user could also specify the sigonly, the greater(), or both options, just as would be done if yvn was used in the fuzzy command.
These commands can also be used as postestimation commands. So, for example, if the user ran a simple fuzzy command with no options, yvn could be entered subsequently, which would produce the same output as if yvn had been included in settest() with the original fuzzy command. When these postestimation commands are used in this manner, they use the full varlist from the last run fuzzy command unless last is specified as an option, which will then use the last "displayed" configurations resulting from any invoked settest() options. If the user wishes to run the test on the final reduced solution set (assuming reduce had been specified in the previous command), usereduction should be entered as an option.
Additionally, reduce, coverage, and truthtab can be used as postestimation commands and will automatically perform their operations on the last displayed configurations (last does not need to be specified because these programs can be used only if settest() was used in the last run fuzzy or stand-alone command). They also can be used as stand-alones to manually run their operations. For example, a user could perform a reduction on a specified set of configurations. When used in this manner, full configurations must be entered (i.e., it will not reduce ABc aB because the latter does not contain all of the constituent sets; but it would reduce ABC aBc aBC, which is logically equivalent). Finally, reduce as a stand-alone accepts the dncare() option for specifying configurations as do-not-care configurations, and truthtab accepts its outsheet() option.
Next there are a few extensions of fuzzy that only work as stand-alone programs.
cnfgen newconfigurationlist generates specific configuration variables. The individual sets must be included in the dataset, named with single, capital letters, and range from 0 to 1. For example, the user could enter
. cnfgen aBc ABC abc to produce variables representing these three configurations.
yvy outcomevar configuration1 configuration2 tests the y consistency of the first configuration entered against the y consistency of the second configuration entered. The configurations do not need to exist in the dataset, but their individual single, capital letter versions must. It is also possible to test individual sets against each other, but they must exist in the dataset (and be individual letters) and range from 0 to 1.
fzplot outcomevar configuration , mlabel(varname) will produce a sufficiency plot of the specified configuration and the outcome variable. The configuration does not need to exist in the dataset, but its individual single, capital letter versions must exist.
mlabel(varname) is an available option and is used just as it would be with scatter; see [G] graph twoway scatter.
coverage outcomevar configurations will produce the coverage statistics for the given configurations. The configurations do not need to exist in the dataset, but their individual single, capital letter versions must exist.
setgen newvar = fcn(arguments) , option works like egen but specifically for creating fuzzy sets that range from 0 to 1. The function fcn is one of the following:
stdrank(varname) rank orders the variable and then standardizes this ranking to range from 0 to 1. The equation for this standardization is rankedvar − min(rankedvar) max(rankedvar) − min(rankedvar) drect(varname), anchors(numlist) performs the "direct" transformation, outlined in Ragin (2008) , which uses set values (the anchors() option) to calibrate the membership scores as levels of deviation from the anchors, in terms of log odds. The anchors should be entered in ascending order (i.e., mimimum threshold, crossover point, maximum threshold).
ndrect(varname), grpdvar(varname) performs the "indirect" transformation, outlined in Ragin (2008) , which uses a regression based on the qualitative cutpoints in the grpdvar() option to determine membership scores. The grpdvar() option should be a categorization of the original variables into groups according to their levels of membership (e.g., more in than out = 0.33). This new, qualitatively grouped variable is regressed on the original in order to reshape the original variable into a set, ranging from 0 to 1, that is based on the knowledge-based grouping.
crisp(varname) , cutpt(#) will produce a "crispy" copy of the variable (i.e., a binary 0/1 variable). The default is to split the new variable at the original variable's median, such that the median value and below will be coded as 0, otherwise 1 (unless the median and the maximum value are the same in the original variable, in which case the median will be coded 1). If the median is not an appropriate delineation, the cutpt() option can be used to specify the value at which to split the variable, such that all those values equal to or less than the cutpoint will be coded 0 and the rest 1.
Remarks and examples
To illustrate the capabilities and functionality of the fuzzy command, we present analyses using the National Study of Youth and Religion (Smith and Denton 2003) . The study is a nationally representative survey of 3,390 teenagers and their parents. For simplicity, 5th and 6th grade adolescents are dropped and listwise deletion is employed for all variables in analyses, resulting in a sample size of n = 3,112.
For the purposes of these examples, we will be using the teen's reported grades (grds) during the past academic semester as the outcome variable (higher scores indicate better grades). The independent variables will include their number of work hours (workhrs), their number of friends reported to use drugs or drink alcohol (peerus), an index of parental monitoring (pmonit), and their reported alcohol usage (alcuse). All of the variables have been transformed into sets using the stdrank() function in setgen.
This transformation is one of many that could be used to convert variables into sets. To illustrate its general properties, we have presented the frequency distributions from the original grade variable and its new set version. The distribution of cases has not changed, but the scale has been "fuzzified" to range between 0 and 1, with the values now representing the level of membership in the set "good grades". The similarity of distributions is not required, and in fact there are situations that may call for more user-knowledge-based coding (for a discussion of this type of transformation, see Ragin [2000] ). In the current example, we have chosen to use the standardized rank transformation because it is a relatively straightforward conversion.
The following is the distribution of each variable and its corresponding set: 
Configuration testing
The first step in the fuzzy analysis might be to see which configurations contain the greatest number of individuals.
. Thus 1.45% of adolescents are likely to experience all of the independent measures at above-median levels (WPMA), while the most common configuration (wpMa), with 28.34% of the sample best fitting it, indicates low work hours, not many friends who use subtances, high parent monitoring, and low levels of individual alcohol use. This command would also have produced five new individual variables (G, W, P, M, A), all copies of the original variables for which they were named. If the user did not wish to keep these new variables, drop could be specified.
The label() option, however, is not necessary. Had it not been specified, we would have seen the following:
. The only difference in the two commands, therefore, is the naming of the configurations. Of course, using label() may be helpful in keeping straight the sets involved in creating the configurations. Also, because label() was not used, the variables B, D, E, and F are, by default, deleted when the program is terminated, but keepsets could be specified to prevent this if the user wanted to use these generic names in future calls. In the remaining examples, we will use the single letter designations with the fuzzy command (treating it as though the user had already run the first invocation of fuzzy above). But all of the commands could be run with original variables (with or without the label() option).
❑ Technical note
While the total in the bestfit variable does add up to the total number of nonmissing cases, this may not always be true. Cases scoring 0.5 on all individual predictor sets will not appear because they belong equally to all configurations.
❑
Next one might want to get a sense of the relationship between the independent variable sets by using fuzzy-set methods.
(Continued on next page)
. The high work hours and high grades sets overlap by 60% of their possible shared area, as shown by their 0.603 coincidence score. The standardization option is especially helpful because several of the variables (e.g., work hours and alcohol use) do not contain many members at high degrees. In fact, the coincidence score between grades and work hours was one of the lowest when the size of the variables was not accounted for by the standardization option, which demonstrates the utility of also invoking standardized with the coincidence matrix. We also see that high parent monitoring is the single set that-alone-is most sufficient for predicting the outcome (consistency = 0.699). Both of these matrices are returned and could be used to run further tests.
Seeing that the variable sets are indeed related, it would now be helpful to examine their resulting configurations' sufficiency with the outcome. To do so, we will run a series of tests, the first of which is the most basic, to get a sense of each configuration's consistency with the outcome. Each configuration's consistency is displayed, as well as the resulting test against 0.800. The results indicate that only the configuration WpMA is significantly more consistent than 0.800 at the 0.05 level. Of course, one of the primary advantages of the fuzzy command is that it can perform more stringent tests of each configuration's consistency value. We look for the configurations that have y consistencies significantly greater than 0.700, as well as significantly greater than their n consistencies.
. fuzzy G W P M A, settest(yvv yvn) sigonly greater (col1) Notice that the sigonly and greater() options apply to both the yvv and yvn tests, while conval() pertains only to yvv. Using the common option is a quick way to see the configurations that pass both tests. From the given output, it appears that wpma, wpMa, Wpma, WpMa, and WPma are the most highly consistent configurations with good grades. It is possible though that these configurations may logically overlap. To perform the reduction: (Continued on next page) . fuzzy G W P M A, settest(yvv yvn) sigonly greater (col1) The five initial configurations have been collapsed into two. (The "Minimum Configuration Reduction Set" displays the reduced configurations from the initial step. In certain cases, this will be different than the "Final Reduction Set", which results from the second step-employing prime implicants-of the Quine-McCluskey algorithm.) We also can tell that low personal alcohol use (a) is key to higher grades. When this base set is conjoined with either low peer substance use (p) or high work hours combined with low parent monitoring (W * m), the adolescent is also likely to be achieving higher grades.
3 Additionally, this example displays the benefit of fuzzy methods more generally, as we find a somewhat surprising relationship between work hours and a positive outcome. Normally, higher work hours have been found to increase the likelihood of a number of delinquent activities (Bachman and Schulenberg 1993; Safron, Schulenberg, and Bachman 2001; and Paschall, Ringwalt, and Flewelling 2002) . When this high work intensity, however, is concurrently combined with low personal alcohol use and low parent monitoring, it is associated with higher academic achievement. Understanding why low parent monitoring is included in this configuration is difficult without further examination although it may indicate independent youth (i.e., working many hours breaks them from parent monitoring, but they still do not participate in delinquent activities, which all conjoins to be associated with positive academic outcomes).
Finally, it would have been possible to run the entire set of analyses in the following single command:
3. We recognize that the reduced configuration p*a has a consistency below the 0.7 set value. This drop in value (i.e., increased coverage but reduced effectiveness) is due to the increased amount of people who belong to the minimized configuration. We recognize this difference as an important methodological (and substantive) issue that should be addressed in future research.
. drop G W P M A . fuzzy stgrds stworkhrs stpeerus stpmonit stalcuse, label(G W P M A) > matx(coincid suffnec) standard settest(yvv yvn) sigonly greater(col1) > conval(.700) common reduce (output omitted ) When the original variables are used along with reduce, the reduction output uses the original variable names, making it possible to use this output in potential tables.
❑ Technical note
It is possible to pass configurations to that have consistency scores that are greater with the negation (i.e., 1 − outcome) than the outcome to reduce (e.g., fuzzy varlist, settest(yvn) greater(col2) reduce), but if this is done, reduce still uses the outcome to compute the coverage and consistency scores of the reduced configurations. If these values are desired for the negation, we suggest the user create a specific variable, to be used as the outcome, that represents 1 − outcome and revert to specifying greater(col1) with the yvn test.
❑

Postestimation testing and stand-alones
Many of the options within fuzzy have been constructed to be used as stand-alone programs, which may be highly useful to test specific configurations. For example, perhaps one is interested in the coincidence of the configurations, in addition to the individual variables: (Continued on next page) . The fuzzy command is used to generate all the possible configurations and then create a full coincidence matrix of these configurations. We could have included the outcome variable in this matrix, but we do not have to in this case. If we had not entered r(sets) after the coincid command in this case, a coincidence matrix for just the individual set variables would have been reproduced. There are also two alternative methods for producing similar results: (1) in the fuzzy command line, the user could have invoked the keepconfigs option and then entered . coincid wpma -WPMA or (2) the user could have, without running the first fuzzy command, manually entered every possible (or desired) configuration:
. coincid wpma wpmA wpMA Again, when these postestimation commands are used, only the individual sets (named as capital letters) must exist in the dataset. For example, we could run the following command as long as the set variables G, W, P, M, and A existed in the dataset (even if the configuration variables did not):
. When using the options as primary programs, they will accept all of the options associated with them in the main fuzzy (e.g., we could have specified sigonly, slevel(), greater(), or a combination of these in the above example). When using the tests in this manner, it is still necessary to specify the dependent variable in addition to the configurations to be tested.
❑ Technical note
If yvo or cmvom is used in this manner, the "other" configuration that each configuration is tested against consists only of those configurations that are entered into the command line. For example, had yvo been used instead of yvn in the last example, each configuration would have been tested against the other two configurations instead of the full possible configuration set. Additionally, if yvo or cmvom is used in this manner, at least two configurations must be specified.
❑ (Continued on next page)
Many of the described extensions work in this manner as well. For example, in figure 1, we can visually see the relationship between a specific configuration and the outcome. Or it may be beneficial to test two configurations' consistencies against one another. For example, given the reduction above, we might have concluded that the configuration Wma was perhaps the most important because of its higher consistency. But we can test if this difference is significant with This test shows that, in fact, the two configurations' consistencies are significantly different. Further, the configurations do not have to be "full" in the sense that they use all of the original sets. Rather, the configurations are generated by taking the minimum value of the specified combination. reduce used as a stand-alone program does require "full" configurations to perform the reduction properly.
Finally, these commands can be used following fuzzy (and each other) as postestimation commands. When this is done, the default is to use the original variable list from the last run fuzzy (or other postestimation command). For example, This is similar to running the command on one line. But it is also possible to run post hoc examination of limited sets of configurations. For example, if in the last run fuzzy command the display was altered using one of the settest() options or reduce, then it is possible to specify last or usereduction as an option with the postestimation commands to restrict their analyses to the last displayed set of configurations.
. fuzzy G W P M A, settest(yvv yvn) sigonly greater (col1) The use of the options as postestimation commands also allows for more complex and flexible sets of tests. For example, if the user wanted to identify and reduce all the configurations having consistencies with the outcome that were greater than with the negation (but not necessarily significantly so) and that were also significantly greater than 0.700, it would be impossible to do in one call to fuzzy (because the settest() options apply to all of the tests in settest()). But the user could accomplish this goal using a simple series of commands: (Continued on next page) . Finally, if the user knew the specific configurations that should be treated as true, then reduce could be used as its own stand-alone command. As a simple illustrative example, if the user had some reason to believe only those configurations with high work hours and high parent monitoring should be considered true, the following command could be used:
. As expected, the configuration set reduces to just high work hours (W) and high parent monitoring (M).
